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SCATTERING THEORY FOR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS WITH

COEFFICIENTS OF GEVREY TYPE A)

BY

WILLIAM L. GOODHUE

ABSTRACT.  Using the techniques developed by P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips,

qualitative results on the location of the poles of the scattering matrix for sym-

metric, hyperbolic systems are obtained.   The restrictions placed on the system

are that the coefficient matrices be of Gevrey type and that the bicharacteristic

rays tend to infinity.

Introduction.    In a series of papers and a mongraph, P. D. Lax and R. S.

Phillips [5a, b, c] have developed a scattering theory for symmetric hyperbolic

systems of partial differential equations.   Of primary concern in all scattering

work is the location of the poles of the scattering matrix, and in particular, how

their location depends on the scatterer.   Using the techniques developed by Lax

and Phillips, it will be shown that if the bicharacteristic rays tend to  <»,  then

fot coefficient matrices of Gevrey type,, the poles of the scattering matrix are

bounded away from the real axis, with the possible exception of a finite segment

centered at the origin.   A similar result holds for the acoustic equation with a

potential of Gevrey type.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor P. D. Lax for his

guidance and advice during the period in which this paper was researched.

I.   Review of scattering theory for symmetric hyperbolic systems; statement

of results.   The "perturbed" system under consideration is the following one:

k■a K -\

— uix, t) = X A'ix)-uix, t) + Bix)uix, t) = Gu,
(1.1) dt >"> dxi

uix, 0) = fix),

where  uix, t) is an rz-vector depending on   x = (x   , • • • , x  ) and  t.   The  n x n

matrices  A'ix), ß(x) are assumed to satisfy the conditions below:
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(Al) The coefficients of \A'(x)\kxX and B(x) ate infinitely difieren ti able,

and moreover, if lA'j* , represents a set of constant coefficient matrices, the

matrices A'(x) - A'Q and ß(x) have support contained within the ball  |x| = p.

(A2)   The matrices A'(x) ate Hermitian and ß(x) + B*(x) = 2*=xdA'(x)/dx.,

so that the operator  G, defined on the Hilbert space H = [L2(R  )]", is skew-sym-

metric.

(A3)   The propagation speeds for the system (1.1) are all nonzero and distinct;

i.e., for any nonzero ¿-vector <f,  the matrix   2._. cf A'(x) has distinct, nonzero

eigenvalues   \t (x, f)i?_.   which may be ordered so that

A(x, 0 > . . • > r^ix, a > 0 > r"/2+1(x, 0 > • • • > rnix, 0-

(A4)   The operator G possesses the unique continuation property.    In particu-

lar, we assume that the complex characteristics of  G have multiplicity one.

(A5) The number of space dimensions k is odd and, therefore, the unper-

turbed system

d rt
— vix, A = *£ A' -—vix, t) = Gnv,

(1.2) * M        dxi

v(x, 0) = fix)

satisfies Huygen's principle.

A classical result [5a] states that there exists a well-defined, one parameter,

unitary group of operators   VÍA, defined on K,  such that

(1.3) Vit):K — K,     fix) — Ax, t).

Or, in other words, the problem (1.2) is well-posed in the space K.   Lax and

Phillips [5a, b] have demonstrated that associated with the group  V(/) and the

space K are two subspaces of K, D+ and  D   ,  satisfying

(I)   V(t)D+CD+, V(-t)D_ CD_,  for t>0,

(II)   ny(¿)P4 = ¡OS = D V(- t)D   ,

(III)   \JV(t)D+ = K= \JV(-t)D_.

The subspaces D^ and D?  are now defined to be  V(p)D+ and  V(- p)D     respec-

tively.   It can be shown that the dimension of the null space of G (denoted by N)

is finite and that  \U(- r)DP: Vr > OS is dense in K ' = K 0 N.

The wave operators

(1.4) W± = s-lim  U(- t)V(t)
Z —±oo

are defined next, where

(1.5) l/(r):K-H,        fix) — Uix, t)
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is the solution operator for the system (1.1), and it follows from the above "density

lemma" that (see [5a])

Theorem 1.    (i)   The wave operators W± exist.

(ii)   Range  (W+) = K' = Range (W _).

(iii)   The scattering operator S = W~   W     exists and is unitary on K.

To study   U(t) more closely, a new operator

(1.6) Zit) = PpUit)Pp_

is defined, where  P£ are the orthogonal projections onto (D^)    respectively.

The following results are essential in what follows.   (See [5a].)

Theorem 2.    (1)   Zit) forms a one parameter, strongly continuous semigroup

on  Kp = K'e ÍDp ®DP_).

(2) ||Z(i)|| <1.

(3) The infinitesimal generator of Zit), designated by  B, has a discrete

point spectrum in the half plane  Re A < 0 if we agree to assume that zero is not

an eigenvalue of G.

(4) (zA)  is an eigenvalue of B  if and only if A is a pole of the scattering

matrix.

Consequently, the spectrum of B plays a central role in what follows.

It is well known from the theory of strongly continuous semigroups [A] that

both  DÍB) and  1)°° , DÍB") are dense in   Kp.   Suppose we knew that for some

time  T > 0

(Bl) ZÍT): Kp — DÍB).

Then, by the closed graph theorem,   BZit) is a bounded operator for all  t > T,

and a simple calculation shows that if A = cf + z'77 £ oÍB), then  £ < K - log \r¡\   for

some positive constant  K.

Now suppose, however, that for some time   T > 0

00

(B2) ZÍT): Kp - f|  DÍB").
72 = 1

Then there exists a sequence of positive real numbers  \M(k)\°°_    such that for

for each  k and all time    t > T

0-7) \\BkZit)\\ < Mik).

Proposition 1. // Mik) = CHkikl)'y, where C and H are positive constants,

y> 1, then o(B) lies to the left of the curve ¿f = C, - C2\q\1/y, where Cx and

C    are positive constants.
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Proof.   If A £o(B)  and M(k) = CHk(k\)y, then from (1.7) we may conclude

that

(1.8) |Im A|*eTReX  <|A|*eTReX < CHk(kl)y < CHk(k)ky,

where the last inequality follows from Stirling's formula.   Setting

f(k) = k log |lm A| + TReA - log C - k log H - (ky) log k,

we note that ¡(k) < 0 for all  k > 0.   It is easily shown that f(k)  obtains its max-

imum value for  k = k  , where  ylog k   = log |lmA| — log H — y and therefore

0 > f(k) = T Re A - log C + kj > f(k)

TReA < log C-(y/e)(l/H)l/y\lm X\Vy       Q.E.D.

Since  o(B) must lie in the left half plane, we have shown that the eigenvalues

of B   lie in the hatched region of Figure 1.

^ Re A

The theorems below, which will be proved in the report that follows, answer the

two questions:

(I)   When is condition (B2) known to be true?

(IJ)   Assuming (B2) holds, what additional conditions are required to give us

the estimate (1.7) with  lfi(k) = CHk(k\)y?

Theorem 3.   // the bicharacteristic rays of (1.1) tend to infinity, then

(a) Z(T)  is compact for all T > TQ > 0.   (See [5b].)

(b) Condition (B2) is valid for some  T > Tr > 0.
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Theorem 4.   // each of the coefficient matrices  A'(x) and B(x) satisfy the

Gevrey condition

(1.9) Sup        |DaF(x)| <Cf/lal(|a|!)^,       p> l,

xAx: \x\< p]

then there exist constants  C~   and fL   such that for all time  T sufficiently large

(1.10) \\BlZiT)\\<C0Hl0iUA^-X.

II.   Question I:   The proof of Theorem 3.    Before proceeding to the proof of

Theorem 3, we cite two useful lemmas.   (For proofs, see [5b].)

Lemma 1.   Let

q   ix) £ C™iRk)     such that  0 < qvix) < 1,

qvix)

1     for  \x\ < rj,

0    for  |x| > 27/,

and define the operator Q     on K to be  Qvfix) - iq   (x)/)/(x), where  I  is the  n x

n  identity matrix.   If we set  X = UÍ2p) — VÍ2p),

« Qp+2Cpx = X'

(Ü)    XQp+4cP= X'   where   c = maxX)|^|=I  rl(x, cf).

Lemma 2.    Using the notation of Lemma 1, for T > Ap,

(2-1) ZiT) a P+XQp+icpUiT - Ap)Qp+2cpXP_.

From Lemma 2, a straightforward calculation shows that

BZÍT) a P^XQp+AcpGUiT - 4p)Op+2c/P_,

and in general

(2.2) BlZiT)a P.XQn ,     GlUiT-Ap)Qn ,    XP   .
+    ^p + Acp r ^p + 2cP       —

At this point we must digress for a moment and recall the definition of the

Riemann function for the equation (1-1).   A distribution valued matrix   P(y, s; x, t)

is called the Riemann function for (1.1) if it satisfies

id/dt - G)Riy, s; x, t) = 0,       s < t,

(2-3) Riy, s; x, s) = <5(y - x)l,

Riy, s; x, t) = 0,        s > t.

Given the existence of the Riemann function, the solution to (1.1) may be then

written as
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(2.4) uix, A = Uit)f(x)aJR(y, 0; x, t)fiy)dy.

It is known (see [l], [3b], [7])  that  Riy, 0; x, t) has its singular support along the

bicharacteristic rays  ixx(z)| which satisfy the Hamiltonian system

(2.5) dxXAt)/dt = r| (x, 0,       dc;Ht)/dt . - r* (x, £)
i z

and emanate from (y, 0).   These rays are said to tend to infinity if for sufficiently

large time, the rays lie outside any given bounded set.   For the system at hand,

this is equivalent to the existence of some fixed time   T     so that any ray lying

inside   |x| = a  at time  / = 0 will fall outside   |x| = b  ib > a) fot t > T  .

Suppose, then, that the bicharacteristic rays tend to infinity and that fix)  has

its support within the ball   |x| = 2(p + 2cp).    For sufficiently large time  T,  the

rays all lie outside the ball   |x| = 2(p + 4cp)  and, therefore,  P(y, 0; x, T - Ap)  is

C°° in  x,   |x| < 2(p + Acp),  for  \y\ < 2(p + 2cp).    From (2.4) we conclude that

U(T)f(x)  is  C°°  for   \x\ < 2(p + 4cp),  and since the coefficients of G ate infinitely

smooth, the expression on the right-hand side of (2.2) is well defined; i.e.,

B Z(T) exists for each  /.   Note, moreover, that since   P(y, 0; x, T)  is  C°°,  (2.1)

and (2.4) taken together imply that  Z(T)  is compact, since the kernel in (2.4) is

C   .   This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.

III.   Question II:   The proof of Theorem 4.   Since  P+ and  P_   are projections

and the semigroups   UÍt) and  VÍA are norm preserving, it follows from (2.2) that

(3.1) \\BlZÍT)\\ <A\\Qp+4cpGlUiT - Ap)Qp+2cp\\.

Lemma 3.   Let  a = p + Acp,  ß = p + 2cp.    Then

(3.2)    \\BlziT)\\<A i/|x|<2a<fe f\y\<20dy\G'R(y-°>x> t-4p]\2) 2-

Proof.   Let g(y) £ K and giy)" = Qßgiy).   Then

UiT - Ap)Qßgiy) = j^_2ß Riy, 0; x, T - Ap)giy? dy

and

lleaG/(7(T-4p)e/îgii2< f\x\s2adx\Sly^2ßGlR{y-°''x' T-4p)g(y)*dy\

li\*\s2*dX {S\y\<-2ß ]GlR{y'  0; X-   T - 4p)]]giy)U] "'Y

* f\x\<-2«dx(S\A<-2ßdy]GlR{y' 0;,, T-4p)|2zfy)||g||2.

Since  giy)  is arbitrary, if follows that
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\\QaGlUiT - AP)Qß\\ < (jjxj<2(/* J|y,<2/3 <*y \GlRh. 0;x,T- 4p)|2) '

and, in light of (3.1), the lemma is proved.

We have reduced our problem, therefore, to obtaining estimates on the Rie-

mann function.   The type of estimates that we desire were originally produced by

A. Friedman    [2], and more recently extended by the present author [3a, b].   To

summarize these results we first need the following definitions [6].

Let  \Hiq)Y^_    be a montone increasing sequence of positive real numbers

satisfying

(a) Hil)> 1.

(b) For all integers p, q,  0<p<q<oo,  iq)Hip)Hiq - p) < AHiq)  for some

constant A > 1;  we define P(0) = A.

(c) For all  q > 1,  there exist constants  ß and   KQ  such that  iHiq + l)/Hiq))

< K0ß".

(d) 2°°  ,  iHiq)/Hiq+l))<oo.

If fi  is an open set in  P   ,  CiHiq), Q) will denote the subset of C~(íí)  in

which

sup|D7(x)| <CKM/7(|a|),
xea

where the constants   C and   K depend only on the choice of function fix) £ C„ (fi).

The classical example of such functions are the Gevrey functions of type  p > 1

which correspond to the sequence   Hiq) = (q\)  .

Let  V  be any open, bounded set of points in (x, t) whose closure does not

intersect the characteristic  conoid emanating from   (y, 0).   Set   V    = V O iz': 0 < t

< o\ and denote by  W?,  the cylinder S(x, t): 0 < t < o,   |x| < K\.   For  RQ   such

that iclosure Vl n  \t = 0\ C \\x\ < RQ\, choose P,  0 < P < PQ,  so that the domain

of dependence of  Wn    is contained within the domain of dependence of  W_     and

such that   V(° CW      for some  fQ > 0.   Then we have

Theorem 5.   (See [2], [3b].)   // the coefficient matrices A'(x), B(x)  of (1.1)

belong to  C(H(q), WR A,  then the Riemann function  P(y, 0; x, t)  belongs to

C(H(q), VC°)  with  Hiq) < H(3q)/q\.

We introduce two notational conveniences.   For g(x, t) £ L  (R   x [0, t»))

m M->tn2(R) = f]xUR\g(*.A\ dx.

(3-4) >U *)||(2R)=    Z   \\D°gix,-' (R)'
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Theorem 6.   // f(x, t) £ C°°(Rk x [0, z]) atizi satisfies

(3.5) Jfi; t)\\lR) < CKnH(n),

then under the hypotheses of Theorem 5

(3.6) \\Gnfi;t)\\(R)<CKnHin).

If we temporarily assume this result, it follows from Theorem 5, that if the

rays tend to infinity, then for sufficiently large time T, the rays lie outside |x|

= 2a and

(3-7) |G"P(y, 0; x, T - 4p)||(2a) < CK"Hin)

provided  A'ix), B(x) £ CiHiq), \x\ < p + 8).   Combining this estimate with (3.1), the

proof of Theorem 4 is how complete.   It remains to verify Theorem 6.

Proof.   If we agree to retain only the order of derivatives which appear in the

following calculations, then by Leibniz's formula, for  |a| = «

DaiGf)aZ   ¿(")(D'A'(x))(D*-'+V)+ E Q)iDlB)iD"-lf)
7=1       /=0 1=0

|Da(G/)||(R)<Z(?)[z  HD'
/=0  Vi/L;'=l

A'\\{R)\\D> Ar) + \\DlB
(R)

\D
n-l.

AR)

Using Holder's inequality

|DaG/||(2R)< ÈS°Âh]]D'A,i
Vil k

' Z  \\D"-l + 1'
7 = 1

(R) (R)

+ \\DlB
(R) \D"-%R)}]

JG/«(R)<[     ? £(?){(£ ^MS1"
177-/+1/||2

'(R)

+ ||D'ß||(R)||D"-'/l|(R)|

If we set  Cil)2 = S*r]  ,||A'||2R),  then

(3-8) J|G/[|(R) < i  (;)[C(/)n_,+111/11 (R) + ZI|B||(R)„.;II/II(R)].

Using the estimate (3.5) and the   similar  estimates for  C(/)  and   ,||ß||   in (3.8),

we obtain the estimate
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(3-9) n\\Gf\\IR)<CKnWHin+ 1)

where  C, K and  W depend only on the constants appearing in the other estimates.

We now make an induction hypothesis; i.e., for all tz we assume

JG f\\(R) < CKn+kWkHin + k),       k m 1, 2, . •• , m.

Then, using (3.8)

Jcm+1/II(R) < £ (;)tc(/)n.i+1lc?^||{R) + /l!ßll(R)„_/ltc-/|l(R)l

~~ 1 7

<CKm+" + 1W""+1zM(72+  77Z+  1).

This verifies the induction hypothesis for  k = m + 1, and if we now set n = 0,

we have   l|Gm + 1/ll(R) < CiKW)m + lHim + 1),  thereby completing the proof.

Corollary 1.   // A'(x), B(x) £ C((qA^, Q), with Q, A{x:   \x\ < p\  and p> 1,

then the scattering matrix o(z)  associated with the system (1.1) is meromorphic

in the complex plane, with all the poles lying in the upper half plane above the

curve

Ima=Cj -C2|Rea|1/(3^-1),

with C.   and C? positive constants.

Proof.   The result follows immediately from Theorems 2 and 4.

Remark.   Lax and Phillips have shown [5c] that their techniques for scat-

tering theory are applicable to the acoustic equation

uix, t) = Auix, t) - qix)uix, t),        t > 0,  x £ Rk,
(3.10) " »•»_.»

uix, 0) = fix),       utix, 0) = g(x),

where  q(x) £ L  (R  ) and is assumed to have compact support.   The bicharacter-

istics for this equation are straight lines and consequently condition (B2) is

known to hold.   Moreover, if it is assumed that q(x) £ C((k\)^,  supp (^(x))),  the

following result may be proved in a manner analogous to the above.

Theorem 7.   [3a].   // h(z)  is the Heisenberg scattering matrix associated

with (3.10), then b(z)  is a meromorphic function of z,  with a finite number of

poles in the lower half plane on the imaginary axis and poles in the upper half

plane above the curve

Imff= Cx - C2|Reff|I/(3^-n,        C,, C% > 0.
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